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868. T h e  Structure of -Molecules and Ions of the T y p e  X,A*AX,, 
X,A*AY,, and YXA- AXY. 

By P. J. WHEATLEY. 
The structure of molecules and ions of the type X,A*AX,, X,AaAY,, and 

YXA*AXY has been examined in terms of the isoelectronic principle, and an 
attempt has been made to account for some of the observed regularities. 
Substances with 12, 24, or 36 electrons prove to be planar. Substances with 
14, 26, or 38 electrons are non-planar. Those with 10, 22, or 34 electrons are 
usually planar, and probably always so in the gas phase, but in the solid strong 
lattice forces are sometimes sufficient to  bring about a twisting of the two 
halves of the molecule. The observed structures of these simple molecules 
are used to indicate the general applicability of the isoelectronic principle to 
more complex molecules. 

NUMEROUS substances of the type X,A*AX,, X,A*AY,, and YXA-AXY have been studied 
by physical methods, and their structures elucidated. Some of them have been the 
subjects of recent doubt or controversy.lP This paper correlates the known information 
in terms of the isoelectronic principle. Certain regularities in the shape and size of the 
molecules can be seen, and an attempt is made to account qualitatively for these observ- 
ations, and to make some predictions. The fact that, as shown by W a l ~ h , ~  there seem to be 
no exceptions to the isoelectronic principle when applied to simple molecules, suggests that 
prediction should not be too hazardous. 

Simple Molecules.-In the Table a selection of molecules and ions is listed, together 
with the length of the central bond where known. The planarity of the molecule is indi- 
cated, and also the number of valency electrons. (If X or Y is polyatomic, the shape 
refers to the six central atoms, and the number of valency electrons is reckoned for these 
six atoms, counted in terms of the octet theory.) It will be seen that molecules with 10,22, 
or 34 electrons, or with 12, 24, or 36 electrons are planar, but that molecules with 14, 26, 
or 38 electrons are non-planar. This correlation suggests that molecules such as H,N-NO, 
and B,F, will be planar, whereas P2H4, N2F4, and Cl,04, if they can be prepared and 
studied, will prove to be non-planar. 

The central bond in molecules with 12, 24, or 36 electrons has the standard double-bond 
length. Molecules with 14,26, or 38 electrons have a central bond length which is equal to, 
or a little longer than, a typical single bond. However, the molecules with 10, 22, or 34 
electrons present a problem. It has long been puzzling that molecules such as oxalic acid 
should have the central atoms joined by what is apparently, from the length, a single bond. 
Nevertheless the information in the Table shows that this feature is common to many of the 
molecules with this number of valency electrons. Indeed, provided that both X and Y 
have unshared electron pairs, the preferrred x-orbitals seem to belong to each half of the 
molecule separately, with no conjugation occurring between the two halves. If, however, 
only one of X or Y had unshared pairs, as in (CHO),, (MeCO),, and (MeCNOH),, then 
the central bond is shortened, and a x-orbital involving both halves of the molecule seems 
to be involved. There seem to be no exceptions to this rule [although (COCl), might bear 
reinvestigation], and it suggests an interesting way of regarding oxalic acid and its iso- 
electronic analogues. In such molecules the unshared pairs seem to be affecting only the 
A-X and A-Y bonds and not the A-A bond, Thus, for a discussion of the length of the 
A-A bond, it seems legitimate to ignore the unshared electrons and concentrate on the 
o-bond skeleton. It must be emphasised that this rather radical procedure can only be 
adopted if both X and Y have unshared electron pairs; it then justifies itself because the 
results which follow seem to agree with experiment. 

In order to consider the o-bond skeleton of these molecules, it is convenient to start with 
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ethylene 4, since it is probably the most extensively studied of these molecules. Ethylene 
has 12 valency electrons in orbitals which may be designated, in probable order of increasing 
energy, as alg, bl,, al,, bzu, b3g, and b3u.5 The order of the five lowest orbitals is not par- 
ticularly relevant to the present discussion, but it is imperative that the highest occupied 

Molecules and ions of the type X,A-AX,, X,A*AY,, and YXA-AXY with the number of 
valency electrons and the A-A bond length (A). 
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* The oxalate ion in (C0,NH4)2,H20 is non-planar. 
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orbital should be the b3, or 7~ orbital, and it is generally accepted that this is SO. Above the 
b3u or 7~ orbital lies the bzs or X orbital, which is not occupied in normal ethylene, but is 
occupied in hydrazine. A simple picture shows that the electrons in the x orbital have 
lowest energy when the two halves of the molecule lie in the same plane, whereas those in 
the X orbital have lowest energy when the two halves have their planes at right-angles. 
It is understandable, therefore,5 that ethylene should be planar in the ground state, but 
possibly twisted in the first excited state, when one electron has been raised from the x to 
the 7c orbital, and that hydrazine should be twisted in the ground state. These remarks 
will be applicable to those analogues of ethylene which contain 24 and 36 electrons, and 
also to those analogues of hydrazine which contain 26 and 38. 

In molecules with two electrons less than ethylene the two electrons dispensed with are 
those from the x orbital, and this leaves a single Q bond joining the two halves of the mole- 
cule. The same will be true of molecules containing 22 and 34 electrons, provided that the 
unshared pairs on X and Y can be ignored. 

The planarity of ethylene is well understood, but the planarity of molecules with 10, 
22, or 34 electrons is by no means obvious, unless only one of X and Y have unshared pairs, 
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when conjugation between the two halves would tend to stabilise the planar form. It has 
been suggested that in oxalic acid electrostatic attraction between the hydroxyl and 
carbonyl oxygen atoms causes the planar form to be preferred,6 but this seems implausible 
because the planarity persists when oxygen atoms are replaced by NH,, C1, and S. Of the 
orbitals that have been considered, bl,, b,, and bzs will tend to stabilise the twisted form 
of the molecule, whereas alg, alg, bzu, and bsu favour the planar configuration. Thus, of 
the six orbitals used in ethylene, four favour the planar configuration and two the twisted 
form, so that, if all orbitals are assigned the same weight, a planar C,H, molecule is to 
be expected. Similarly, in the molecules with 10, 22, and 34 electrons, three of the orbitals 
favour a planar, and two the twisted, form so that the balance still favours planar struc- 
tures. Unfortunately a similar argument applied to hydrazine and its analogues results in 
four orbitals favouring the planar and three the twisted form, yet the molecules are non- 
planar. It would be valuable to have sufficient information to construct correlation 
diagrams for molecules with 10, 22, or 34 electrons giving the energy of the orbitals as 
a function of the dihedral angle, because it does appear that an explanation for their 
planarity lies in the relative energy levels in the planar and twisted forms of the five 
orbitals occupied by the Q electrons. 

If this statement is valid, some conclusions may be drawn about the spectra of these 
molecules, which may serve to test some of the assumptions made here. In passing from 
molecules with 12, 24, or 36 electrons to those with 10,22, or 34 electrons, the two electrons 
which strongly favour the planar form have been eliminated. Thus molecules containing 
10, 22, or 34 electrons will be " only just " planar. Relatively small forces might suffice 
to twist the molecule, and this is confirmed by the shape of the oxalate ion in ammonium 
oxalate hemihydrate, where the extensive hydrogen bonding seems able to twist the ion 
so that the dihedral angle is 28". However, it appears from the Table that more than van 
der Waals forces are necessary to cause the distortion. Nevertheless, compared with that in 
ethylene, there will be only a small force constant opposing twisting in molecules with 10, 
22, and 34 electrons leading, after allowance for mass factors, to a much lower value of the 
twisting frequency. Unfortunately this frequency is inactive in both the Raman and infra- 
red spectra of A,X? molecules, but accurate values of the other frequencies are becoming 
available,'. and it is possible that the twisting frequencies will be deduced indirectly. 

In  molecules 
with 12,224, or 36 electrons an electron is first excited from the '~t to the ;Z orbital, favouring 
a twisting of the molecule and a lowering of the twisting frequency. In  molecules with 10, 
22, or 34 electrons an electron will be excited to the x orbital, making the molecule much 
more firmly planar in the first excited state, and considerably increasing the twisting 
frequency. 

More Complex MoZecuZes.-Whether or not this interpretation is valid, there remains the 
large body of information in the Table which can be used to correlate and predict the 
structures of less symmetrical and more complex molecules. It will be noticed that we have 
been considering arithmetical series, with a difference of twelve ; in less symmetrical mole- 
cules where, for instance, H with one valency electron might replace CH, with seven, the 
difference will be reduced to six, so that molecules with 12, 18, 24, 30, or 36 electrons will be 
planar. The number of applications that can be made is very large, and this discussion 
will be restricted mainly to some of those cases which have been confirmed experimentally. 

Formamide has 18 electrons so that all the atoms should lie in one plane.g Oxamide has 
previously been regarded as (I). However, the system of atoms (11) is part of the oxamide 
molecule and has 24 electrons. Thus this part of the molecule must also be planar, and it 
follows that all the atoms in the oxamide molecule must lie in one plane. The same will be 
true of dithio-oxamide. Urea can be regarded as (111), which again has 24 electrons.1° 

Even greater differences should be observable in the electronic spectra. 
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Since each half of the molecule can be regarded separately, again the whole molecule must be 
planar. Guanidine and thiourea 11 can be similarly treated. The same argument can be 
applied to the amide grouping (11) in general, and there are several structures showing the 
planarity of this basic unit which plays such a large part in more complex molecules.12 
Similarly all the atoms except the methylene hydrogen atoms in ethylenethiourea l3 (IV) 
must be in one plane. The group of atoms shown in (V) is part of the benzene molecule, 
and again has 24 electrons. By taking the carbon atoms in pairs, it follows that the whole 
molecule is planar. On the other hand, in 
1 : 4-dithiin (VII) l4 a similar argument can only be applied to each half of the molecule. 
It follows that the molecule must have the boat form, but nothing can be said from these 
considerations about the planarity of the whole molecule. The same is true for the higher 
analogues such as thianthrene,15 whereas naphthalene and anthracene must be totally planar. 

Half of the p-dinitrobenzene molecule is shown in (VIII), and this has 34 electrons; 
the whole molecule should therefore be planar. However, this system is analogous to the 
oxalate ion, the C-N length being typically single with a value of 1.48 A, and, as in ammonium 
oxalate, the lattice forces appear to be sufficient, even without the presence of hydrogen 
bonds, to cause a slight twisting so that the angle l6 between the planes of the nitro-group 
and the benzene ring is 94”. 

Similarly dihydropyrazine (VI) will be planar. 
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Finally parabanic acid (IX) is a molecule which illustrates well some of the points 
mentioned here.17 The system of six atoms containing the two linked carbon atoms has 
34 electrons, and the C-C bond has the typical single-bond value l8 of 1.541 A. The other 
systems of six atoms have 30 electrons, so that the whole molecule is planar. It is also 
interesting to note that, whereas molecules of the type YXA*AXY adopt the tram-form, 
in parabanic acid the carboxyl groups must necessarily be cis to each other. The molecule 
is therefore under a form of constraint, which is insufficient, however, to remove the 
planarity. 
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